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1. Consider the nonlinear system

[*,1: lr-f,!11t*l 1t- ii*il (1)

(a) Determine all points of equilibrium
(b) Determine the linearization at all points of equilibrium
(c) Determine the type of stability of the nonlinear system at all points

of equilibrium

2. Determine a strong Lyapunov function for

[i'l : [-2 tl [r'l
l*rl = [-, o] [rr]

at equilibrir,**= [91.
t0l

3. Formulate the free end-point Euler-Lagrange theorem.

4. Let u.,xs,xy e R. Consider the cost function and boundary conditions

r1
I@o,x) = I *'G)- x(t)*(t)+(t2 + a)*2(t)d.t, Í(0) = xs,x(l) = a1.

Jo

Suppose we found a solution x*(t) of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equation meeting the boundaryz conditions. For which values of a e R
are you sure that x*(Í) minimizes J? [Note: you do not have to solve the
Euler-Lagrange equation.l

5. Consider the system

*1(t) = ar1s1 x1(0) * 0,

*2(t) = Lt1s1 Í2(0) = 6

with cost

r2
Jplt@) = (x1(2)- to)2 + | u2G)dt.

Jo

(a) Determine the Hamiltonian

(b) Determine the Hamiltonian equations for the costate pr(t),p2G) arrd
optimal input (expressed in terms of p1(t),pz\))

(c) Determine the optimal xr(t), xz(t) and, in particular, what is the value
of xt(2)?



6. Suppose

*(t) = a1s1, x(0) - xo

and that

for some arbitrary positive 7. Suppose u(r) is free to choose in R.

(a) Try a value function of the form V(x, t) = x4h(t) and rewrite the re-
sulting Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations as a differential equation
in h(t) including a f,nal condition on h{T).

(b) Is the candidate optimal input u(t) linear in the state (that is, of the
form u(f) = c(t)x(t) for some function c(f) not depending on x(r))?

(c) The theory of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman is fantastic, except for one
condition: it is in general not guaranteed that the candidate optimal
input u(f) makes the system *(t) = f @(t), u(f)) well def,ned for all
t € Í0,T).
Is our system i(t) = u(r) well deflned for our candidate optimal in-
put? Be precise in your answer.

(d) Now take ? = oo. \Mhat do you think is the optimal input u(f) (as a

function of x(r)) that minimizes /1e,o"1(x6)?

(e) Proue the claim of part (d) of this exercise. [Hint: the Hamilton-
Iacobi-Bellman theorem in the lecture notes is proved for finite 7
only.l

problem: I 2 aJ 4 5 6

points: 2+3+3 4 .1 .a 2+3+5 4+2+4+2+2

Exam grade is 1+ 9plp**.

Ito,rt(xo) = fo' 
*n tr) + ua (t) d,t

Euler-Lagrange:

(0 d ö\
I ^- --. - lF(r,x(t),i(t)) =0ldx dt 1it )

Beltrami:
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-i- 

c
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Standard Hamiltonian equations for initial conditioned state:

AHi=-(x,p,u), x(0)=xo,
op
0H ds

P=-^ (x,P,u), P(T)=. (x(I))
ox ox

LQ Riccati differential equation:

P@ = -p@e- er pG) + p(t)BR-t Br p(t) - e, p(?) = s

Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman:

öVlx,t) l1V(x,t)^ I+ + min | -# f tx,u) + L(x, a) | = g, y(Í, 7) = S(x)dt ueu [ 1xt l


